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Abstract: In managing the coronavirus pandemic, national authorities worldwide have implemented significant re-bordering measures. This has even affected regions that had dismantled bordering practices decades ago, e.g., EU areas that lifted internal borders in 1993. In some national cases, these new arrangements had unexpected consequences in the field of immigration enforcement. A number of European jurisdictions released significant percentages of their immigration detention populations in spring 2020. The Spanish administration even decreed a moratorium on immigration detention and closed down all detention facilities from mid-spring to late summer 2020. The paper scrutinises these unprecedented changes by examining the variety of migration enforcement agendas adopted by European countries and the specific forces contributing to the prominent detention decline witnessed in the first months of the pandemic. Drawing on the Spanish case, the paper reflects on the potential impact of this promising precedent on the gradual consolidation of social and racial justice-based migration policies.
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1. Introduction

The coronavirus pandemic, which started in early 2020, has deeply shaken the foundations of our social life, turning upside down every dimension of our world. Specifically, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a seismic impact on human mobility, since international—and, in many cases, even local—travel was immediately singled out as a critical risk factor of coronavirus infection. Consequently, public health policies aimed at curbing the pandemic have fuelled a wide variety of re-bordering processes (Genschel and Jachtenfuchs 2021; Wille and Kanesu 2020). In fact, more than 140 countries had imposed border crossing restrictions in April 2020, in the framework of the first phase of the public health crisis (Connor 2020). In various regions, these were unprecedented measures. Schengen member states reintroduced border control at internal borders 122 times from 2006 to 2019, whilst these controls were reinstated 170 times from just March 2020 to April 2021, in all but seven cases for coronavirus-related reasons (source: European Commission 2021). Re-bordering processes, though, have gone far beyond measures aimed at re-erecting physical barriers. In many aspects, anti-coronavirus strategies have boosted chauvinist agendas, hampering previous international cooperation efforts. This shortcoming was especially evident in the case of the European Union (EU), for EU institutions largely failed to provide the much-needed leadership in the continental management of the crisis (Hall et al. 2020; Kluth 2021).

Given the far-reaching impact of anti-covid policies on human mobility, it is unsurprising that they have profoundly affected migration management practices. Travel bans and public health measures have significantly shifted a variety of border arrangements, including visa and legal residence policies, asylum practices and deportation procedures. Immigration detention has ranked high in this regard. As confinement institutions were reasonably tagged as critical hot spots for coronavirus infection since the onset of the crisis,
they made up a major concern for national and international public health authorities (WHO 2020). This concern was focused on prisons but also on other facilities characterised by freedom of movement restrictions in which physical distancing measures are not feasible, such as asylum reception centres and migration detention facilities.

The COVID-19 crisis has resulted in various changes in the field of immigration detention. It has altered detention conditions in a variety of ways, from curtailment of detention places and implementation of distancing protocols to further isolating detainees by suspending visitation procedures (European Commission 2020a). In addition, the pandemic has called into question the role and goals and migration detention policies, in a period in which deportation efforts have been significantly eroded by the coronavirus turmoil. In this scenario, public health concerns have taken the lead over other public policy priorities, resulting in significant contingents of immigration detainees being released in many jurisdictions.

This paper explores the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on immigration detention by essentially spotlighting these exceptional release practices. A good reason to embrace this viewpoint is that those practices—at least during a “short summer”—might operate as a window of opportunity to reflect on detention abolition, that is, as a rare opportunity to envision new migration enforcement arrangements giving preference to alternatives to detention over confinement measures (Roman 2020; Weber 2020; see also Majkowska-Tomkin 2020). Having said that, neither immigration detention practices have a global reach (Brandariz 2021) nor recent release policies were implemented globally (Chew et al. 2020; Dehm 2020). Consequently, European countries make up a suitable (continental) case to examine how and to what extent the sanitary crisis has contributed to change immigration detention. More precisely, Spain was the only global north country that closed down all immigration detention facilities for some time in mid-2020. Therefore, Spain may be an appropriate point of reference to reflect on immigration enforcement goals and alternatives to detention in a post-pandemic world.

No wide-encompassing, comparative and detailed database on immigration detention changes implemented in the framework of the coronavirus has been released yet. Consequently, this paper largely draws on the information supplied by a wide number of reports published by NGOs and watchdog institutions, as well as on media articles and some official law enforcement statistics. Building on these unsystematic data, the paper proceeds as follows. Initially, it presents the immigration detention changes implemented across Europe, and specifically in Spain to prevent coronavirus infections. Subsequently, the paper explores the forces and conditions contributing to the detention population decline witnessed in many European jurisdictions in mid-2020, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of those unprecedented policies for a detention abolition agenda. Drawing on this reflection, the paper outlines some conclusions on what can be learned from an exceptional time that we metaphorically call the “brief summer of abolitionism” in the field of immigration detention.

2. Public Health Policies and the Immigration Detention Decline

Immediately after the World Health Organization (WHO) qualified the coronavirus crisis as a global pandemic and national governments began to implement lockdown and quarantine measures globally in March 2020, public health authorities stressed that confinement institutions pose a critical challenge for anti-coronavirus policies. Prison facilities and other types of custodial sites were rapidly singled out as potential hotbeds for infection (Hawks et al. 2020; Hooks and Libel 2020; Hooks and Sawyer 2020). In fact, international organisations published guidelines providing advice to competent authorities on how to prevent the pandemic in these closed environments (WHO Europe 2020a).

In dealing with this concerning scenario, national administrations adopted a variety of policy agendas. Many countries imposed stringent quarantine restrictions, heightening the usual isolation of confinement facilities from the outside world. Therefore, both prisoners and immigration detainees were temporarily banned from receiving visits in many jurisdictions, sometimes with specific exceptions targeting lawyers and watchdog
staff (see, e.g., Contrôleur Général des Lieux de Préviation de Liberté CGLPL; Esposito et al. 2020; Home Office 2021). The Global Detention Project (GDP) COVID-19 Platform allows one to deduce that these quarantine measures gained particular traction in the course of the second and subsequent waves of the pandemic, when the “coronavirus fatigue” (WHO Europe 2020b) was beginning to affect national officials and infections behind bars were on the rise in various countries (Bulman 2021; Stuber and Zeier 2021; Vargas 2021).

In certain cases, these quarantine policies adopted xeno-racist and apartheid-like tones. In fact, anti-immigration agendas transpired in political decisions aimed at, e.g., completely closing off detention facilities and reception centres and extending quarantine measures targeting those facilities beyond national lockdown deadlines (International Commission of Jurists ICJ). Those practices frequently targeted overcrowded sites hosting particularly vulnerable asylum-seeking populations (Refugee Rights Europe 2020). These measures laid bare the “less eligibility” rationale (De Giorgi 2010) and the deterrence aims characterising immigration detention in many jurisdictions (Bosworth 2019; Campesi 2015; Leerkes and Broeders 2010), European and non-European alike.

These apartheid-like policies seem to have garnered particular traction in certain Mediterranean countries that have long disregarded human rights standards in enforcing their border policies such as Cyprus (Andreou 2021; European Council on Refugees and Exiles ECRE; Knews 2020a), Greece (Cossé 2020; International Commission of Jurists ICJ), and Malta (European Committee for the Prevention of Torture ECPT). However, this has not been the case everywhere. On the contrary, in other jurisdictions, anti-coronavirus strategies pointed to a different, almost opposite direction. In stark contrast to those thanatopolitical agendas (Vaughan-Williams 2015), various European jurisdictions chose to follow international organisations’ recommendations (see, e.g., Commissioner for Human Rights 2020) by reducing the capacity of custodial facilities, thereby curtailing occupancy rates. This did not lead national authorities to open up new detention facilities, but to halve their total detention capacity almost overnight, a measure taken in countries such as Belgium (Carretero 2020; Global Detention Project GDP), Finland (European Migration Network EMN), France (La Cimade 2020), and Sweden (European Council on Refugees and Exiles ECRE; Lindberg et al. 2020).

Release strategies, in turn, were unequivocally advocated by the medical community (see Lopez et al. 2021; Macmadu et al. 2020), which gave preference to healthcare concerns over law enforcement considerations. However, this agenda was also championed by various other critical actors, claiming that an exceptional scenario like the global pandemic justified relegating border control interests (United Nations Working Group on Alternatives to Immigration Detention UNWGATD). In several European jurisdictions such as France, Italy, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK this demand was heralded by numerous ombuds officials (ANSA 2020), politicians and lawmakers (Cassidy 2020), NGOs and migrant rights organisations (Expresso 2020; FARR 2020; Inquest 2020; Lasciateentrare 2020; Solidarité Sans Frontières SSF; Taylor 2020a), and evidently detained noncitizens themselves (Knews 2021; Loran 2020; Shenker 2021).

This public health agenda was partly successful. At least in the first stages of the pandemic, many European nations witnessed a significant decline in the number of prisoners (DLA Piper 2021). Aebi and Tiago (2020) show that prison population rates dwindled by more than 5 percent in fourteen EU and European Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries from January to September 2020, and especially in Bulgaria, France, Italy, Lithuania, and Portugal. The causes of this decline were varied. Lockdown measures hampering regular judicial activities reduced prison admissions. In addition, European jurisdictions released significant contingents of prisoners for coronavirus prevention motives. Indeed, Cyprus, France, Norway, Portugal, Slovenia, and Spain freed more than 10 percent of their incarcerated populations for COVID-19 reasons over the first nine months of 2020 (Aebi and Tiago 2020). Beyond wide-ranging release programmes implemented in countries such as Iran (Hafezi 2020) and Turkey (Kucukgocmen 2020), also in the US anti-coronavirus measures resulted in a prison population drop. It has been estimated that state prison populations plummeted by 17 percent
from January 2020 to January 2021, although it is not clear the extent to which this drop was due to pandemic-driven measures (Sharma et al. 2020; Widra 2021).

As is illustrated by Table 1, release policies gained also significant momentum in the immigration detention field. Certainly, not all EU and EFTA countries adopted this detention downsizing approach to prevent coronavirus infections. Available data (sources: GDP COVID-19 Platform; European Council on Refugees and Exiles ECRE; Fundamental Rights Agency FRA) show that many European countries (e.g., Austria, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece, and Romania, amongst others) were reluctant to reduce the occupancy rate of detention facilities by freeing detained noncitizens. By contrast, the onset of the pandemic led detention populations to quickly drop in other European jurisdictions. In fact, in these immigration enforcement systems, far-reaching release policies led the number of detainees to drastically diminish in the course of a few weeks. The result of this sudden change was that the number of detainees was counted to be a couple of hundreds in spring 2020 in various European countries such as Belgium (Coppens 2020; European Migration Network EMN), Italy (Coalizione Italiana Libertà e Diritti Civili CILD; Esposito et al. 2020; Roman 2020), the Netherlands (NOS 2020), and Sweden (Lindberg et al. 2020), whilst in Germany (European Council on Refugees and Exiles ECRE), and Norway (European Migration Network EMN; Trandum Supervisory Board 2021), this number ultimately dropped to several dozens. France stood out in this regard as well, since the French administration closed down a dozen detention facilities in the first weeks of the pandemic (Contrôleur Général des Lieux de Préviation de Liberté CGLPL; Conxicoeur 2020). In Switzerland, in turn, certain cantonal governments such as that of Geneva also closed down detention facilities, whereas others did not adopt wide-ranging release strategies (Tribune de Genève 2020). Additionally, UK authorities implemented far-reaching anti-coronavirus measures in the field of immigration detention. Widespread release procedures led the number of immigration detainees to decline by around 70 percent in just the two first months of the pandemic (Home Office 2020).

In addition to release procedures, occupancy rates were kept low by raising the threshold to impose detention measures and by excluding certain national groups from detention in several jurisdictions such as Finland, Norway and the UK (source: GDP COVID-19 Platform). Moreover, the number of issued removal decisions significantly declined in the vast majority of European jurisdictions in spring 2020 (European Migration Network EMN). Judicial actors, in turn, played a relatively significant role by both issuing release decisions and preventing the enforcement of detention measures in a number of jurisdictions such as France (Contrôleur Général des Lieux de Préviation de Liberté CGLPL; Mucchielli 2020), Italy (Caprioglio and Rigo 2020; Roman 2020), and the UK (Harger 2020; Taylor 2020b). Specifically, the Swiss Federal Court handed down several critical decisions in this regard in June and July 2020 (24 Heures 2020a, 2020b).

Despite the relevant impact of these anti-coronavirus efforts on the immigration enforcement landscape, initiatives aimed at liberating all detained noncitizens and temporarily shutting down all detention facilities failed in a number of EU countries. This was the case in France, where a demand championed by ombudspersons (Contrôleur Général des Lieux de Préviation de Liberté CGLPL), NGOs and lawyers (Observatoire de l’enfermement des étrangers OEE) was rejected by the Council of State, which considered it legally unjustified, in late March 2020 (Lecadre 2020). Likewise, in Britain, a legal challenge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significant Decline in the Detention Population</th>
<th>Detention Facilities Almost Emptied</th>
<th>Closure of all Detention Facilities</th>
<th>Deportations More than Halved in 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, UK</td>
<td>Germany, Norway</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Bulgaria, France, Italy, Poland, Slovakia, Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Eurostat (ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/asylum-and-managed-migration/data/database; accessed on 4 May 2021), and various official and NGO reports, precisely referenced throughout the paper.
filed by a pro-migrant rights group (Detention Action 2020) was not upheld by the UK High Court, arguing that the number of released noncitizens was enough to safeguard detainees’ right to healthcare (Ironmonger 2020).

3. Coronavirus and the Temporary Moratorium on Immigration Detention

In spite of the aforementioned institutional efforts, in Europe—as well as in the US—anti-coronavirus policies fell short of imposing a moratorium on immigration detention and temporarily shutting custodial facilities. This was also the official stance adopted by the European Commission, which recommended EU member states to issue release decisions on a case-by-case basis (European Commission 2020a). The only exception to this widespread trend was the Spanish case (Jesuit Refugee Service JRS), since the Spanish administration actually released all detained immigrants and shut down its seven detention facilities on 6 May 2020 (Fernández-Bessa 2021; Martín 2020).

Spain has a long consolidated and relatively sizeable immigration enforcement system, which detains and deports significant contingents of unwanted noncitizens. More precisely, 132,448 noncitizens were confined in Spanish detention facilities from 2008 to 2019 (Fernández-Bessa 2021), and 214,470 foreign nationals were removed from Spain over the same twelve-year period (source: Eurostat). However, both dimensions of the mobility control apparatus have been shrinking in the recent past. The annual number of immigration detainees dwindled by 73.9 percent and that of removals declined by 58.5 percent from 2008 and 2019 (sources: Fernández-Bessa 2021; Eurostat). In stark contrast to this decline, Spain has witnessed a noteworthy increase in irregular border-crossing activities, particularly fuelled by the surge in the number of sea arrivals (Barbero Forthcoming), which have had a significant impact on the Canary Islands in 2020 and 2021.

In Spain, immediately after the declaration of the state of alarm in mid-March 2020, various actors put the spotlight on the health measures to be taken in the field of immigration detention. Both migrant rights groups (Cies No 2020) and the National Ombudsman (Sainz 2020) called for the swift release of all detainees (see also Lopez-Sala 2021). The Spanish Minister of the Interior did not show an outright opposition to this demand; however, he claimed that release measures should be individually considered, rejecting any all-encompassing decision (Europa Press 2020a). However, the immigration enforcement scenario changed more rapidly than expected. Judicial actors stepped in issuing release injunctions based on the unsuitable sanitary conditions of detention facilities (Vargas 2020). By early April 2020, only 34 noncitizens remained in custody; four out of seven Spanish detention settings, including those of Madrid and Barcelona, had already been closed (Europa Press 2020b). Finally, less than eight weeks since the onset of the state of alarm, the last detainees were released in early May 2020 from CIE Algeciras, the detention facility located at the southern border. Spanish confinement facilities remained closed over a 4-month summer, until 23 September 2020 (Fernández-Bessa 2021; Muñoz and Vargas 2020). One month thereafter, the Spanish detention facilities were confining 186 noncitizens, the majority of whom had been detected while irregularly crossing the southern border (Sánchez 2020a). Reopening policies were gradually implemented, leading some detention sites to be put into operation again only in early 2021 (Fernández 2021).

Widespread release practices, and particularly the closure of the Spanish immigration detention estate are unexpected events that raise a number of questions. First, the forces contributing to the implementation of until recently unthinkable policies—which were not extended to the prison field—should be further scrutinised. This exploration may gain further insight into the nature, characteristics and operation of immigration detention policies in Europe. Second, the potentially lasting legacy of these exceptional events should be examined. This point will be analysed in the last section, whilst the remaining part focuses on the previous dilemma.

Crimmigration and border criminology scholars have long called into question the administrative law nature of immigration detention (Barker 2017; Bosworth 2019; García Hernández 2014), which is regulated as a precautionary measure exclusively aimed at
preparing the eventual enforcement of a deportation order in the European case (Aas 2014; Bosworth 2012; Campesi 2013). Paradoxically, this legal nature was the basis of the far-reaching release schemes enacted in various European jurisdictions. The onset of the pandemic led to the immediate closure of borders in many countries, including global south countries of origin of irregular flows. This sudden re-bordering agenda made deportations unfeasible for some months in mid-2020, especially return procedures carried out by air and sea (European Migration Network EMN; Majkowska-Tomkin 2020). The legal consequence of this unseen scenario is unambiguously laid down by Article 15(4) of the Return Directive (Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2008), i.e., detained noncitizens must be immediately released when “. . . reasonable prospect of removal no longer exist . . . ” (see Mitsilegas 2015; see also International Commission of Jurists ICJ).

The purposes of immigration detention policies have long been debated by the extant literature, which has elaborated a variety of theses on this topic. Border criminology scholars have scrutinised various immigration detention functions, both instrumental and symbolic, such as the management of destitute populations, the policing of membership boundaries, and the strengthening of national sovereignty (Bosworth 2019; Leerkes and Broeders 2010). The crimmigration thesis, in turn, underlines that immigration detention is increasingly used for crime prevention purposes, rather than for its traditional mission related to immigration law breaches (Bosworth 2019; Campesi 2015; Leerkes and Broeders 2010). In addition, another strand of literature brings to the fore “special deterrence” goals, by claiming that detention policies are aimed at coercively persuading targeted noncitizens “to leave”, by either collaborating in preparing their forced removals or signing in for so-called “voluntary return” programmes (Hasselberg 2016; Leerkes and Kox 2017; Martinez et al. 2018).

However, the public health crisis led the legal nature of immigration detention as a pre-removal precautionary measure to take precedence over any other detention goal. In fact, the extra-legal notion according to which detention procedures are also used to confine and incapacitate high-risk noncitizens, e.g., former prisoners, was only exceptionally alleged by certain national authorities in countries such as Belgium (Coppens 2020), Finland, the Netherlands (source: GDP COVID-19 Platform), and the UK (Ironmonger 2020) to justify the issuance or extension of detention orders (see though Esposito et al. 2020).

This analysis of the factors conditioning the immigration detention decline should also scrutinise why Spain was the only global north country closing down its detention sites in the framework of the pandemic. Immediately after Italy, Spain was one of the first European countries to be hardest hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. The MIPEX index ranks Spain relatively high in terms of migrant integration policies. In addition, despite the recent electoral impetus of the anti-immigration sentiments of far-right political party Vox, they do not seem to be particularly widespread in the Spanish case, if compared with other global north countries (D’Ancona 2016; Wonders 2017). Beyond all these background conditions, two more specific issues are what determined the exceptional decisions made by the Spanish authorities in the spring–summer of 2020. Their approach to anti-coronavirus measures in the field of immigration detention was particularly conditioned by legal provisions on the maximum length of detention (Piser 2020; Roman 2020). In Europe, detention time may be currently unlimited only in Ireland and the UK. These exceptional cases aside, detention time limits vary greatly among EU and EFTA countries. In the framework of these variations, Portugal and Spain have the shortest time limit, i.e., two months of detention, followed by France, with a three-month limit (Majcher et al. 2020). Consequently, especially tight time constraints played a pivotal role in the detention decline witnessed in the Spanish case.
Additionally, the impact of public health policies on the deportation field was also critical in fostering a temporary moratorium on immigration detention. Evidently, border closures and international travel restrictions dramatically affected removal activities in many European jurisdictions. However, a wide number of European jurisdictions such as Belgium, Cyprus (Knews 2020b), Finland, France (Contrôleur Général des Lieux de Privation de Liberté CGLPL), Germany (InfoMigrants 2020), the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland, and the UK managed to avoid a complete halt of their deportation practices even in the worst phases of the coronavirus pandemic (sources: GDP COVID-19 Platform; European Council on Refugees and Exiles ECRE; European Migration Network EMN; Fundamental Rights Agency FRA). Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Slovakia and other countries, in turn, continued carrying out removals by land to neighbouring countries in spring 2020 (sources: GDP COVID-19 Platform; European Migration Network EMN; Fundamental Rights Agency FRA). In some jurisdictions, so-called Dublin returns aimed at re-settling asylum seekers among EU countries were particularly affected but other types of removals were not wholly hampered by travel ban provisions. Eurostat data also confirm that at least Greece, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden and the UK carried out hundreds of removals in the second quarter of 2020. All in all, this official database reports that in various jurisdictions such as Bulgaria, France, Italy, Poland, and Slovakia the number of deportations was more than halved from 2019 to 2020, whilst in many other countries (Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Romania, among others) this decline was from 20 percent to 50 percent.

In Spain, the number of deportations dwindled by 57.5 percent from 2019 to 2020 (source: Eurostat). However, the aforementioned data show that Spain was not the only European country forced to scale down its removal practices. Consequently, the specific configuration of deportation policies in the Spanish case is what actually contributed to the enactment of a migration detention moratorium. In a jurisdiction suffering a significant “deportation gap” (Gibney 2008; Rosenberger and Küffner 2016) such as Spain, deportation procedures are particularly and increasingly targeted. Removal operations carried out by land to neighbouring countries are irrelevant in the Spanish case. By contrast, return procedures targeting Moroccan and Algerian nationals make up the lion’s share of Spanish deportation policies (Fernández-Bessa 2021; Fernández Bessa and Brandariz 2018); these two national groups combined accounted for 62.8 percent of the removal orders enforced in Spain from 2015 to 2019. Therefore, the measures rapidly adopted in these countries and other critical countries for Spanish deportation policies such as Colombia to close borders and suspend international travel undermined the legal grounds of detention practices (Orejudo 2020).

Having said that, an additional point should be taken into consideration to understand immigration enforcement changes in Spain. In a country lacking a consolidated, far-reaching network of reception facilities, Spanish law enforcement agencies have long channelled immigrant and asylum-seeking newcomers into detention sites (Fernández-Bessa 2021). Evidently, the pandemic led to a significant change in the field of migration policing, since detected undocumented noncitizens were not directed towards detention resources any longer. By contrast, irregular border-crossers were hosted in makeshift reception facilities and largely confined in the Canary Islands. Surely, this migration policing shift was partly fostered by more general policing changes implemented in the framework of the anti-covid policy agenda. In fact, the Spanish administration concentrated policing resources in deploying an arguably unprecedented operation aimed at monitoring and penalising quarantine and lockdown breaches in spring 2020 (López-Riba 2020).

In sum, national policy agendas resulted in marked variations in the ways in which European states tackled infection risks in the field of immigration detention. This is unsurprising, since the multi-scale nature of mobility governance in Europe (Brandariz and Fernández-Bessa 2020; Moffette 2018; Wonders 2017) gives shape to a notably diverse migration enforcement scenario (Brandariz 2021). This diversity was surely compounded by the re-bordering processes fuelled by the coronavirus pandemic, which reinforced
chauvinist perspectives and agendas in managing the public health emergency. In this variegated framework, the Spanish administration went as far as to empty all detention facilities for a 4-month-and-17-day period. After having explored the forces and conditions contributing to that exceptional decision, the last section reflects on whether the widespread release practices set in motion in mid-2020 may pave the way for an enduring immigration detention decline in Europe.

4. Concluding Remarks: The Short Summer of Abolitionism?

In 1972, the German writer Hans Magnus Enzensberger published his book *The Short Summer of Anarchy* (*Der Kurze Sommer der Anarchie*). In between fiction and document, Enzensberger’s essay narrates the life and death of the Spanish anarchist leader Buenaventura Durruti, with a special focus on the exceptional events that occurred in the summer of 1936. Back then, against the backdrop of the initial stages of the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), anarchist activists and organisations engaged in a widespread revolutionary effort that actually eroded the capitalist rule in several Eastern Spain regions. This revolutionary impetus, though, did not last much longer than a short summer, before being completely defeated in spring 1937.

In a loose analogy to Enzensberger’s book, a question arises as to whether the groundbreaking detention policies enacted in 2020 may reverberate beyond the brief summer of its legal validity (see also Roman 2020; Weber 2020). Certain evidence may lead one to infer that what happened in the European immigration detention scenario in mid-2020 was actually unique and unrepeatable. Despite the long-lasting impact of the public health crisis, immigration enforcement practices seem to have been largely brought back on track throughout Europe (Fundamental Rights Agency FRA; European Migration Network EMN; Jesuit Refugee Service JRS). Even in Spain, deportation practices resumed in late 2020 (Sánchez 2020b). In addition, a close look at what has happened inside the Spanish reception facilities located in northern Africa prevents any naïve conclusion associating Spain’s immigration detention policies with any new, human rights-based agenda in the field of border and mobility management policies. In stark contrast to its approach to immigration detention, the Spanish Ministry of the Interior left the reception centres located in the enclave towns of Ceuta and Melilla unattended, although the noncitizens sheltered in place had to cope with quarantine measures in these overcrowded and degraded facilities (Amnesty International 2020; Council of Europe 2020). This concerning scenario resonates with what has been happening in the Canary Islands since autumn 2020. A surge in the number of arrivals in the archipelago has been met by the Spanish administration by providing substandard reception conditions and impeding newcomers from travelling to the mainland (see, e.g., MacGregor 2021; Martín 2021; Human Rights Watch HRW). At least in this regard, the Spanish case is no exception. On the contrary, the policies adopted by Spain to tackle mobility flows have been worryingly similar to those recently implemented in other Mediterranean countries such as Cyprus and Greece.

These unpromising signs apparently forecast a rapid return to a business-as-usual scenario in immigration enforcement policies. However, there are certain reasons to think that what happened in the immigration detention field may actually reverberate well beyond the brief summer of 2020, having lasting consequences. In political terms, the pandemic created suitable conditions to spotlight detention practices and to rally a broad variety of actors behind an agenda aimed at putting human rights before border control interests. In empirical terms, the events of 2020 have been incidentally hailed as a pathway to detention abolition (Fialho and Moreno 2020). This may be an overstatement, especially if detention abolition is seen in the framework of a more far-reaching effort to abolish the carceral state (on this notion of prison abolition see García Hernández 2017; Shah 2021; Ybarra 2021). However, those events may operate as a humble albeit promising precedent, since national and EU authorities have verified that a significant reduction in the immigration detention estate does not lead the immigration enforcement apparatus to collapse (Esposito et al. 2020; Harger 2020; Saiz 2020). Consequently, this precedent
might work as a political and policy resource to be leveraged for abolishment purposes; in other words, it should be used to advocate a sharp, gradual and incremental reduction in immigration detention. In legal terms, what happened in Spain and other Western and Northern European countries in mid-2020 gave a significant boost to some easily overlooked legal principles regulating immigration detention in Europe. First, detention measures can only be imposed to prepare an eventual removal (Art. 15(1) and 15(5) of the Return Directive). Consequently, these law enforcement measures cannot be legally used to pursue any other competing goal, not even public protection purposes. Second, detention measures are not legally justified when other less coercive measures may warrant the eventual enforcement of the corresponding removal order (Art. 15(1) of the Return Directive). Third, detainees have to be released as soon as “... a reasonable prospect of removal no longer exists ...” (Art. 15(4) of the Return Directive; see also Article 5(1)(f) of the European Convention on Human Rights).

Were this handful of legal tenets to be seriously taken into consideration, as it happened in 2020, they might significantly and enduringly alter the immigration detention landscape in Europe. As has been officially recognised (European Commission 2017, 2020b), a number of European jurisdictions are notably inefficient in enforcing their criminal migration policies. Eurostat data show that Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, France, Italy, and Portugal had an average enforcement rate lower than 30 percent from 2008 to 2019. Detention policies do not seem to be of much use in bridging that deportation gap. In fact, in various European countries, wide swathes of the detained populations are placed under custody for relatively long periods without reasonable prospects of eventual deportation. Therefore, detention policies have long proven to be relatively ineffective, for significant percentages of detainees end up being released—or bailed—instead of deported. In Britain, 48.4 percent of the noncitizens detained from 2010 to 2019 were not removed but released on bail or after having been granted a leave to remain (source: Home Office; www.gov.uk/government/statistics/immigration-statistics-year-ending-march-2020/how-many-people-are-detained-or-returned; accessed on 19 April 2021). What is more, the removal rate has been constantly declining since the early 2010s. In the Spanish case, it is estimated that 50.5 percent of the undocumented noncitizens detained from 2010 to 2019 were not subsequently deported (Fernández-Bessa 2021). Similarly, official data report that no more than 49.8 percent of the detainees placed under custody in Italy from 2017 to 2019 were eventually removed (source: Garante Nazionale dei diritti delle persona detenute; www.garantenazionaleprivatiliberta.it/gnpl/it/pub_rel_par.page; accessed on 19 April 2021). Detention policies are even slightly less effective in a country such as France, which combines a sizeable immigration detention estate and relatively low deportation enforcement rates. La Cimade reports (www.lacimade.org/publication/?type-publication=rapports-sur-la-retention-administrative; accessed on 19 April 2021) estimate that only 45.6 percent of the noncitizens confined in French detention facilities from 2010 to 2019 were ultimately removed.

Although national and EU authorities are long aware of these shortcomings, they do not seem to be particularly willing to bring detention policies in line with EU (and national) law provisions. However, current detention strategies are untenable in both managerial and legal terms. The partly useless nature of detention practices for deportation practices has long been addressed by stressing that immigration detention actually pursues a number of goals unrelated to removal procedures themselves (Fernández-Bessa 2021). However, coronavirus-era detention policies have eroded the standing of these extra-legal purposes. Consequently, what happened in 2020 should be leveraged to significantly reduce the immigration detention estate in Europe, which has proven to be—at least—partly dispensable to carry out mobility management tasks. Those coronavirus-related events showed that this aspiration may join a broad variety of actors in the political and public sphere. This political agenda may be buttressed by a very simple fact, i.e., in contrast to what may be thought, not all EU and EFTA countries have sizeable detention systems (Brandariz 2021). In fact, national detention apparatuses are relatively tiny and
narrow-ranging not only in small countries such as Estonia and Latvia but also in the Czech Republic, Ireland, Romania, and—to a certain extent—Germany and Italy (source: GDP data; www.globaldetentionproject.org/regions-subregions/europe; accessed 15 April 2021). Eurostat data confirm that these parsimonious detention policies do not inevitably lead those countries to rank particularly low in terms of either deportation numbers or deportation enforcement rates. These cases, therefore, illustrate that EU jurisdictions may dispense away with or at least significantly curtail their detention systems without seriously compromising their border control policies (see also Piser 2020).

In stark contrast to the re-bordering processes triggered by the pandemic, this paper aimed to show that we should adopt a cross-national perspective in rethinking detention policies. The supranational level may supply key political and legal tools to build an immigration enforcement system focusing on alternatives to detention rather than on detention practices. This effort might take stock of the migration detention arrangements tested in the framework of the pandemic. In so doing, the events of 2020 would work as a powerful precedent, not as a memento of an increasingly distant, short summer in which immigration detention seemed to be a vulnerable carceral institution.
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Notes

1 On cross-border mobility restrictions implemented since mid-2020 see the KPMG (assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2020/05/Interactive-GMS-Covid-Tracker.pdf; accessed on 19 April 2021) and nccr—on the move (public.tableau.com/profile/nccr.on.the.move#!/vizhome/Covid-19outbreak_15843550159920/Lists; accessed on 19 April 2021) databases.

2 Specifically, the Global Detention Project (GDP) Covid-19 Platform (www.globaldetentionproject.org/covid-19-immigration-detention-platform; accessed on 7 April 2021) was a critical source of information for this study. In a peculiar period in which scholars were largely unaware of what was happening beyond their national borders, this platform provided vital information to carry out comparative explorations.

3 The Migration Integration Policy Index 2020 ranks these three Mediterranean countries very low in terms of integration policies, well below the vast majority of Western and Nordic European nations and many other non-European jurisdictions such as Canada, New Zealand, Australia, USA, Brazil, and Argentina (see www.mipex.eu/; accessed on 8 April 2021).

4 Release policies apparently garnered less traction in the US than in various Western and Northern European countries. However, also in the US the combination of an ongoing deportation effort with the scaling down of migration policing arrests resulted
in a significant decline in the number of detained noncitizens in mid-2020 (European Migration Network EMN). In fact, it is estimated that the US detained population dwindled by 42.5 per cent from late March to late July 2020 (Kerwin 2020; see also Erfani et al. 2021; Tosh et al. 2021).

UNHCR data show that the number of irregular sea arrivals mounted from 8162 in 2016 to 40,326 in 2020, after having peaked at 58,569 in 2018 (see data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean/location/5226; accessed on 28 May 2021). The closure of the Eastern and central Mediterranean routes following the agreements between the EU and Turkey and between Italy and Libya since 2017 has particularly contributed to this surge.

Deportation restrictions made a relevant difference between European cases and the US case. The US administration managed to keep its deportation routes with global south countries relatively open even in the framework of the especially severe border closures imposed in the first wave of the pandemic. In fact, it is estimated that around 40,000 noncitizens were deported from the US in spring 2020 (Kassie and Marcolini 2020; see also European Migration Network EMN; Kerwin 2020).

Poland, Slovenia and Sweden were also particularly active in this field in the summer of 2020 (source: Eurostat; see also Fundamental Rights Agency FRA). By contrast, the European Migration Network reports (European Migration Network EMN) that the number of deportations only returned to pre-pandemic levels in summer 2020 in Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Poland, and Switzerland.

Paradoxically, the number of enforced deportations rose from 2019 to 2020 in the Czech Republic, and especially in Cyprus and Hungary.

In Spain, only 32.5 per cent of the issued deportation orders were actually enforced from 2008 to 2019 (source: Eurostat. Asylum and managed migration data).

Moroccan and Algerian nationals combined accounted for 44.1 per cent of the undocumented noncitizens under custody in Spanish detention facilities from 2014 to 2018 (Fernández-Bessa 2021). In addition, these two national groups accounted for 75.2 per cent of the noncitizens deported from Spain in 2019 after having been confined in one of the seven pre-removal facilities (source: National Mechanism for the Prevention of Torture; www.defensordelpueblo.es/informe-mnp/mecanismo-nacional prevencion-la-tortura-informe-anual-2019/; accessed on 16 April 2021).

The Spanish Ministry of the Interior data (see www.interior.gob.es/gl/prensa/balances-e-informes/2020; accessed on 14 April 2021) show that around 12,750 irregular border-crossers arrived to Spain from 1 May 2020 to 30 September 2020.

In 2020, more than 23,000 noncitizens arrived to the Canary Islands, a Spanish archipelago in the Atlantic Ocean which is relatively close to the Western Sahara’s coastline. Since August 2020, these border-crossers were hosted in an emergency camp sited in the Arguineguin pier, Gran Canaria, which was set up for medical screening—including COVID-19 testing, police identification and registration purposes. This substandard facility was bitterly criticised by the Spanish Ombudsman, HRW, and other NGOs, for both its overcrowding and unsanitary conditions and the violation of asylum and police custody provisions. Empty hotel rooms were also used as an emergency accommodation solution in summer 2020. Both hotel rooms and the precarious Arguineguin facility were replaced with a new custodial centre, the Barranco Seco CATE, and with the transformation of former factories and administrative buildings into reception facilities since November 2020 (see Human Rights Watch HRW; Gobierno de España 2020).

The Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla are located in northern Africa and surrounded by razor-wired border walls. Both towns have reception facilities called CETI (for their initials in Spanish), which are aimed at hosting mainly asylum seeking border-crossers while they are awaiting either to receive an international protection decision or to be transferred to the Iberian peninsula.

As far as the number of enforced deportations is concerned, the majority of the mentioned jurisdictions does not play a leading role in the European deportation apparatus; Germany, though, is a top deporting country. In terms of enforcement rates, the Czech Republic, Italy, and also Ireland have relatively low rates, whereas Estonia, Germany, Latvia, and Romania are particularly efficient in enforcing their deportation orders.
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